WEST CAMPUS UPDATE: 8/11/2018 - 8/17/2018

BASS BIOLOGY BUILDING & REGIONAL LOADING DOCK

- All four lanes of traffic on Campus Drive between Roth and Via Ortega will reopen 8/6.
- Vehicular traffic on Campus Drive will transition from four lanes to two lanes at Via Ortega until the end of the year.

Work Hours: M-F 4am - 3:30pm
Project Contacts:
Peter Wong, Project Manager, pkowong@stanford.edu
Stephen Pond, Project Executive, spond@stanford.edu

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH & SAFETY FACILITY EXPANSION

- Exterior work, Saturday, 8/4, 6am-3pm.
- Underground utilities work will affect travel on Oak Road through 8/10.
- Parking is limited to patients near the building.

Work Hours: 6am-5pm
Project Contacts:
Sandy Louie, Project Manager, sjlouie@stanford.edu
Mark Bonino, Project Executive, mbonino@stanford.edu

A NEW STANFORD INTERDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH COMPLEX: FUTURE HOME OF THE NEUROSCIENCES INSTITUTE & CHEM-H

- Installation of overhead piping, ductwork, stud walls, drywall, and roofing continue.
- Exterior precast panels and curtainwall/glass install. Expect long trucks on Panama St.
- Tunnel construction continues in Campus Dr. Expect delays at the Via Ortega & Campus Dr intersection, and obey traffic control persons.

Work Hours: 6am - 3:30pm
Project Contacts:
Stacey Yuen, Project Manager, syuen23@stanford.edu
Maggie Burgett, Project Executive, burgett@stanford.edu

MAIN QUAD WEST PORTAL PAVING

- There will be no access through the west portal through 09/15. Please follow posted detours.
- Work may be noisy at times.

Work Hours: 6am - 2pm
Contact: William Yeung, Project Manager, wyeung@stanford.edu

Visit headsup.stanford.edu for more information on our projects and to subscribe to weekly updates.

HEADS UP is produced by Stanford Land, Buildings & Real Estate

Thank you in advance for your understanding and cooperation.
WEST CAMPUS UPDATE: 8/11/2018 - 8/17/2018

DENNING HOUSE

Work Hours: 8am - 4pm

- Exterior screen wall ongoing.
- Interior millwork continues.
- Site grading, paving, boardwalk, and trash enclosure underway.
- Rear deck rail and decking ongoing.
- Final interior finishes ongoing.
- Trailer removal 8/8.

Project Contacts:
Karla Traynor, Project Manager, karlat@stanford.edu
Maggie Burgett, Project Executive, burgett@stanford.edu

BIOMEDICAL INNOVATIONS BUILDING 1 (BMI)

- Structural steel erection is 95% complete.
- Rebar, MEP inserts+overhead, fireproofing, fire sprinkler, stair & framing install continues.
- Concrete placement on floor deck on 8/15 & 8/21.
- Landscape restoration along Sweet Olive Way & Welch and reworking one ADA ramp at Sweet Olive & Quarry is now complete.
- Sewer and storm work on the north of the site has begun.

Work Hours:
7am-5pm M-F,
9am-5pm Saturdays

Project Contacts:
Nic Durham, Project Manager, ndurham@stanford.edu
Bijendra Sewak, Project Executive, bsewak@stanford.edu

CENTER FOR ACADEMIC MEDICINE

Work Hours: 6am - 4pm

- Mass Excavation and off-haul of site is ongoing. excavating last lift of site, north elevation is at target subgrade.
- De-watering of site will continue until the structure is completely up to grade level.
- All tiebacks are installed and testing for shoring system is ongoing.

Project Contact:
Paul Forti, Project Executive, pforti@stanford.edu

Visit headsup.stanford.edu for more information on our projects and to subscribe to weekly updates.

HEADS UP is produced by
Stanford Land, Buildings & Real Estate

Thank you in advance for your understanding and cooperation.